
Sponsor Minutes 4 

Date: 26 October 2017 
Time: 1400 – 1530 
Venue:  SOB CR 3-5 
  
Attendees: Jonathan Chew  

Terence Tan  
Victoria Koh  
Yvette Kou 

  
Agenda: 1. Gather Feedback on CARS IOS’s high fidelity prototype 

2. Clarify on user requirements and database fields 
3. Fix date for follow-up meeting with users (Captain pilot and HR personnel) 
 

1. Discussion Content: 

- Analytics module should fulfil realistic business process> For example, cluster and group pilots 

based on competencies. 

 

2. User Interface for CARS IOS 

- There should a header to specify which type of assessment and the date. 

- Suggested Search Bar function 

- The forms look clustered. Prak’s UI is not a good reference.  

- Assessors should not be able to edit the particulars of pilots. 

- More details on pilot profile can be displayed: Name, Rank, Employee ID, Fleet Type, No need 

for Email 

- Allow staging process (Pull newest data) and allow view of update version 

- Allow view of history of candidates 

- Smaller photo and display more of crew profile 

- Suggest for wireframe first before coding (Easier to change quickly) 

 

3. Comments for CARS Web 

- Selection process is very subjective until we meet the users. Too many assumptions for now to 

decide the criteria. However, flight hours remain as determining factor for selection. 

- Disciplinary Status are classified into technical and non-technical part. Red flags are stored in 

ADS System when there are breach of discipline. More information can be clarified by George. 

- Chief Pilot will decide ultimately 

- Sectors refer to the pairing of destinations in a flight. 

 
 Task Assigned to Due Date 
1  
 
 
2 
 

Amend High Fidelity Prototype before 
next meeting  
 
Confirm date for next meeting with 
Captain Pilot (Tentatively next Thurs) 

Huili/ Swee Heng 
 
 
Jonathan 

02/11/2017 
 
 
30/10/2017 

    



 

The meeting was adjourned at 3.30pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no 
amendments reported in the next three days. 
 

Prepared by, 
Terence Tan 

 

Vetted and edited by, 
Jonathan Chew 

 

 

 

 


